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HILLARY’S DIABOLICAL TIES TO RUSSIA

Click here to view the full documentary:
Clinton Cash ‐ Everything is for Sale
released Aug. 07, 2016.

LATEST EMAILS PROVE CLINTON INSIDER JOHN PODESTA
MANAGES BACK CHANNELS TIED TO PUTIN, LARRY
SUMMERS, FACEBOOK & SECRET CONTROL OF THE
INTERNET
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS | OPINION | AMERICANS FOR INNOVATION | AUG. 12, 2016, UPDATED AUG. 21, 2016 |
PDF

Updated Aug. 07, 2016. Note: Most broken links have
been repaired (We think! A hacker selectively deleted
over 300 docum ents which we have restored).

CLICK HERE FOR HIJACK OF
THE INTERNET TIMELINE
AND DATABASE

FIG. 1–VLADIMIR PUTIN & HILLARY CLINTON—COMMON FINANCIAL INTERESTS—Vladimir Putin's political
mentor, Anatoly Chubais, is Chairman of Putin's favored funding front—Rusnano (Russian Nanotechnology
Corporation). Bill and Hillary's closest advisor, John Podesta, has been associated with various Dutch
companies in which Podesta and Chubais have been directors and in which Rusnano invested $35 million. If
this weren't close enough, one of the investors with Rusnano is the Wyss Foundation that made an up to $5
million donation to The Clinton Foundation.
Chubais helped lead the disastrous Russian privatization voucher program in the early 1990's pressed by then
World Bank chief economist, Larry Summers. Summers later served alongside Podesta in the Clinton and
Obama White Houses. Summers' aids in the Russian privatization debacle were Sheryl K. Sandberg and Yuri
Milner, who were later placed in charge of global email and social networking via Gmail, Mail.ru, Facebook
and VKontakte. In short, this small group has taken over the Internet by exploiting state powers.
Photo: Free Republic.
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NEW! AUG. 18, 2016:
THE 2005 CLINTON
URANIUM JUNKET REDUX
See previous post for full analysis of Bill & Hillary
Clinton's 2005 UrAsia / Uranium One junket that: (a)
FIG. 2—Sep. 06, 2005, Bill Clinton,
gave friend and novice mining executive Frank
Kazakhstan strongman Nursultan A.
Giustra lucrative Khazak uranium mining rights to his
Nazarbayev brokering Urasia uranium
newly‐formed Isle of Man money laundering
mining deal for Clinton friend, Canadian
Frank Giustra, in one day.
company, UrAsia (Source: The Panama Papers leak),
which he then sold to Putin two years later for $3.1 billion brokered by Goldman Sachs who
has paid Bill over $1 million in speaking fees; (b) generated $152 million in pay‐to‐play
donations to The Clinton Foundation; (c)
eventually sold 20% of the U.S. strategic
BREAKING NEWS! AUG. 19, 2016
uranium reserves held by friend Frank
Bookmark: #paul‐ceglia
Giustra to Putin, approved by Secretary of
PAUL D. CEGLIA
State Hillary (considered high treason in
releases statement
most democratic countries); and (d) paid
in exile about
Bill $650,000 for one Moscow speech to
battle with
Renaissance Capital whose founder, Michael
Facebook & Mark
Madden, recommeded a "BUY" on the
Zuckerberg. The
facts were just
Uranium One deal. Madden now works for
snarked with
Teneo Holdings founded by Douglas L. Band
tabloid
—the architect of The Clinton Foundation
"journalism" by
and head of Hillary's 2009 transition team.
Bloomberg. Ceglia
Band also figures prominently in
plans to sue the U.S. in international court for
stonewalled emails to Hillary on her private
human rights violations. Click here for Ceglia
email server. See Timeline. Oh! what webs
Statement .
we weave . . .
Case Background: 04/06/2015 | 03/10/2015

ORIGINAL POST
Updated Mar. 19, 2014

(AUG. 12, 2016)—The latest release of Hillary emails by corruption
watchdog Judicial Watch show pay‐to‐play corruption on an
unprecedented global scale. We focus on just one of the tentacles that
ties Hillary & Bill directly to Vladimir Putin.

PUTIN–CHUBAIS–SUMMERS–RUSNANO
Vladimir Putin created Rusnano
(Russian Nanotechnology
Corporation) to fund emerging
technologies, especially his interest
in nano technologies. In the old
Soviet days, such entities were first
and foremost spying opportunities.
Little appears to have changed. As
such, Hillary's activities with her
campaign manager and longtime
advisor, John Podesta, have likely
risked national security. It is
becoming evident that Hillary
needed her private email servers to
hide her Russian collusion, among
other things.
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FIG. 2: ANATOLY CHUBAIS, Chairman, Rusnano (POCHAHO). In
1993, as an advisor to President Boris Yeltsin, Chubais
collaborated with Larry Summers, Sheryl K. Sandberg and Yuri
Milner to implement the disasterous World Bank voucher
privatization program. They almost singlehandedly ushered in
the age of the modern Russian oligarch. Summers, the
Clintons, Sandberg and Milner have exploited these corrupt
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No wonder Putin says he has
Hillary's emails; some of them were
probably addressed to him and CCed
to Chubais about Rusnano and their
other secret Clinton Foundation
projects like UrAsia and Uranium
One.

connections to sieze control of the Internet, in collusion with
a secret White House spy agency created by Clinton, Bush and
Obama executive orders. The NSA secretly operates outside of
Congressional oversight through this White House group that
authorized the illegal warrant‐less surveillance of Americans.
They quash all dissenting voices, like Edward Snowden and
Julian Assange, in the name of national security.
Photo: VM.ru

Rusnano’s chairman is Anatoly
Chubais. Chubais served in Boris
Yeltsin’s government and is said to
have handpicked Putin out of the KGB secret police to be president. Notably, Chubais is an
advisor to JPMorgan Chase (since 2008) and the Council on Foreign Relations (2012)—both
Hillary Clinton and Facebook surrogates. See contrasting Russian Role Models below.
Chubais oversaw
Soviet
privatization in
the early 1990's
(the sale of the
state‐owned
industries to
private
interests). This
meant he
collaborated
SHERYL K. SANDBERG
‐World Bank
closely with
‐U.S. Treasury‐Clinton
former Harvard
‐McKinsey & Co.
professor
‐Gmail (email)
‐Facebook (social)
Lawrence H.
'Larry'
Summers, then chief economist at the
World Bank.

HILLARY’S DIABOLICAL TIES TO RUSSIA
PROOF: HILLARY'S $1 TRILLION CRIME
► July (3)
► June (5)
► May (2)
► April (4)
► March (4)
► February (2)
► January (1)
► 2015 (34)
► 2014 (26)
► 2013 (28)
► 2012 (6)

UPDATE MAR. 25, 2014

YURI MILNER
‐World Bank
‐Bank Menatep
‐DST/Mail.ru (email)
‐VKontakte (social)
‐$2 billion Facebook
investor with oligarch
Alisher Usmanov

Summer’s assistants at the time were new college graduates
named Sheryl K. Sandberg and Yuri Milner.
Sandberg was assigned by these oligarchs to Gmail (2004) before
being assigned to Facebook as chief operating officer (2008).
Milner was assigned to Mail.ru (2001) then VKontakte later—the
Russian equivalents of Facebook and Gmail.

LARRY H. SUMMERS
‐World Bank
‐U.S. Treasury‐Clinton
‐Harvard
‐2008 Bailout‐Obama
(Gave tens of billions of
dollars of U.S. taxpayer
funds to Facebook IPO
underwriters: Goldman
Sachs, Morgan Stanley,
JPMorgan, Wells Fargo,
Citigroup, UBS, Credit
Suisse, Deutsche Bank,
Barclays, HSBC, etc.)
‐Cashed in personally on
the $1 billion Facebook
purchase of 13‐employee
Instagram just before the
FB IPO; can anyone say
money laundering?

THE FOXES ARE MANAGING THE WORLD'S DIGITAL
HEN HOUSE
Between them, the vast majority of the world's digital information flow passes through these
self‐annointed gatekeepers. This situation is the equivalent of the foxes managing the hen
house.
After Obama became president and Hillary Secretary of State, Milner shocked Silicon Valley
with a $200 million Facebook investment with no strings attached. Then, he ostentatiously
overpaid $100 million for a Menlo Park mansion, the most expensive home sold in the U.S.
that year. There wasn't an ounce of humility or uncertainty in Milner's voice. Now we know
why.
After Summers pressed his disastrous privatization plan on the people of the USSR supported
by Chubais, Summers went to work for Bill Clinton in the Treasury Department where he
eventually became Secretary. In 1999 Summers worked to overthrow Glass‐Steagall banking
controls. Sandberg became Summers' chief of staff.

JOHN PODESTA

GEORGE SOROS: THE EPIC GLOBAL
MEDDLER

FIVE CRITICAL AFI POSTS ON JUDICIAL
COMPROMISE
Fully updated Mar. 25, 2014 in the wake of
the Scribd censorship:
1. HOW PATENT JUDGES GROW

RICH ON THE BACKS OF
AMERICAN INVENTORS
Patent Office filings are
shuffled out the USPTO backdoor to crony
lawyers, banks and deep‐pocket clients.
2. WAS CHIEF JUSTICE ROBERTS BLACKMAILED into
supporting Obamacare by his ethical
compromises in Leader v. Facebook?
3. JUSTICE ROBERTS MENTORED
Facebook Gibson Dunn LLP
attorneys.
4. JUSTICE ROBERTS HOLDS
substantial Facebook
financial interests.
5. JUDGE LEONARD STARK FAILED to
disclose his Facebook financial
interests and his reliance on
Facebook's Cooley Godward LLP
attorneys for his appointment.

BARACK OBAMA'S DARK POOLS
OF CORRUPTION

GLOBAL CROOK

“Few Washington officials are tighter to the
Clintons than John Podesta,” writes Peter
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Schweizer (Clinton Cash) in his just released
essay From Russia with Money .

Click to enlarge

Podesta was Bill Clinton’s White House chief
of staff (1998‐2000). Before that he was an
assistant to the President Clinton with
various titles. He was later Counselor to
Barack Obama at the White House, and is
now Hillary Clinton’s campaign manager.

TAKEOVER OF THE
INTERNET

CLICK HERE FOR WASHINGTON'S ETHICAL
DISEASE DISCOVERIES RE. FACEBOOK "DARK
POOLS"

Much has already been written revealing the
pay‐to‐pay relationships between Podesta
and Hillary. Through Podesta, Hillary is
directly tied to Russian business interests
and the global takeover of the Internet via
Gmail–Facebook (Sandberg), Mail.ru–
VKontakte (Milner).

FIG. 3—JOHN D. PODESTA. Hillary & Bill Clinton's serial
advisor and back channel for The Clinton
Foundation and Clinton Global Intiative (CGI).
Release of his emails involving Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton and CGI creator Douglas J. Band
were stonewalled for years by the State
Department. 44 email exchanges were just
released on Aug. 09, 2016 to corruption
watchdog Judicial Watch . Most of Podesta's back
channel emails with Hillary are believed to have
been deleted by Clinton's attorneys in the 30,000
she admits deleting, describing them as personal
yoga and wedding plans. Any deletion of Podesta
emails is criminal.

Through Summers, Hillary and husband Bill
are directly responsible for the abolishment
of Glass‐Steagall in 1999 and the banking
chaos that followed. Perhaps the banking
instability was all intentional; meant to
destabilize world economies. "In confusion
there is profit." We do know from his
financial disclosure that Larry Summers
gave two speeches in early 2008 in Iceland where the 2008 crash allegedly started.

While a Hillary advisor in 2011, Podesta was appointed director of three related entities:
Joule Unlimited (MA, USA), Joule Global Holdings, N.V. and Joule Global Stichting
(Netherlands). From Russia with Money .
One of the Joule foundations where
Podesta was a consultant, The Wyss
Charitable Foundation, is an up to
$5 million donor to The Clinton
Foundation.

STOP FACEBOOK PROPERTY
THEFT

WILL HUMANKIND EVER LEARN? Facebook's Orwellian
doublespeak about property and privacy (theft) merely
repeats the eventual dehumanization of the individual under
MAO's Red Star, Stalin's SOVIET Hammer & Cycle and Hitler's
NAZI Swastika. Respect for the inalienable rights of each
individual is a bedrock value of democracy. The members of
the Facebook Cabal abuse this principle at every opportunity.
They evidently believe that they deserve special privileges and
are willing to lie, cheat and steal in order to treat themselves
to these privileges.

ASK CONGRESS: PASS THE
INVENTOR PROTECTION ACT!

Two months after Podesta joined the
Joule boards, Rusnano (Putin)
invested $35 million in Joule
Unlimited based in Boston. Chubais
also joined the board.
The movie Clinton Cash exposed Bill
Clinton’s uranium junket that gave
Putin ownership of approximately
15% of the U.S. uranium reserves and
$145 million in donations to The
Clinton Foundation. See also
Hillary's Swindling Silicon Valley
Girls.

FIG. 4—JOHN D. PODESTA WITH HILLARY. Podesta has been
revealed in new stonewalled emails to be the coordinator
of Clinton Foundation and Clinton Global Initiative ("CGI")
illegal collusion with the State Department. He worked
closely with Hillary's political advisor Anne‐Marie Slaughter,
author of A New World Order. Slaughter is a George Soros
in‐law and advocates "disaggregated" government where the
agencies operate autonomously; accountable only to the
amorphous collective. In this environment, the
Constitutional rules are discarded without Congressional
approval as old and out of date anachronisms.

The latest Judicial Watch email
release helps further confirm that
via John Podesta and Anatoly
Chubais, Putin’s mentor, their
scoundrel plants Sandberg and
Milner have compromised the integrity of world’s Internet services.

Photo: Center for American Progress.

Can a reliable house be built on such a rotten foundation?
Click image above to download a poster‐quality PDF
optimized for a 11in. x 17in. (ledger‐size) poster. America
should not be in the business of cheating its
entrepreneurial investors simply because the cheaters buy
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CLEAR AND PRESENT THREAT TO GLOBAL SECURITY
AND PRIVACY
The U.S. Constitution is clear that privacy from government intrusion is a right. That
privacy has been obliterated by these Hillary Clinton alliances unearthed by Judicial Watch,
WikiLeaks, Julian Assange, Edward Snowden, William Binney, Thomas Drake, J. Kirk Weibe,
Americans for Innovation, The Center for Public Integrity, Alex Jones, InfoWars, ICIJ, Sharyl
Attkisson, The Intercept and numerous others.
This attempt at controlling the world's flow of information by these hideous criminals should
enflame, enrage and motivate every citizen of the planet into action to stop them.
We must be about establishing digital networks that respect the individual and his/her right
to live a quiet and peaceable life, free of arbitrary intrusion by the state.
Perhaps in Russia such political and business conflicts of interest are a way of life, but they
are crimes in the United States and other parts of the world.
We can do better. We must do better.
These scoundrels cannot be permitted to succeed.
Act now.

STOP ELECTION RIGGING IN ITS TRACKS
P.S. When you control digital networks to the extent just described, rigging elections that
rely on electronic voting machines and "Man in the Middle" connections between county and
state computers is child's play.
The Nov. 2016 Presidential Election should go ALL PAPER. We have just proven that our
electronic networks are compromised by unscrupulous criminals. The previous AFI post
showed how the rigging happens and why we cannot risk our Republic to these systems.
So, we cannot use them for something as important to our Republic as a free and fair
elections.

off judges with the money gained from their theft. Such
permissiveness is obscene.

LEADER V. FACEBOOK
BACKGROUND
Jul. 23, 2013 NOTICE: DonnaKlineNow! has
gone offline. All her posts are available as a
PDF collection here (now updated, post‐
Scribd censorship).
Mar. 20, 2014 READER NOTICE: On Mar. 7,
2014, all of our documents linked to Scribd
were deleted by that "cloud" service using
the flimsiest of arguments . Some of our
documents have been there for two years
and some had almost 20,000 reads.
George Orwell wrote in 1984 that one knows
one is in a totalitarian state when telling the
truth becomes an act of courage.
All the links below were updated Mar. 20,
2014 (many thanks to our volunteers!)

1. Summary of Motions, Appeal, Petition,
Evidence, Analysis, Briefings (FULL
CITATIONS) in Leader Technologies,
Inc. v. Facebook, Inc., 08‐cv‐862‐JJF‐
LPS (D. Del. 2008), published as
Leader Techs, Inc. v. Facebook, Inc.,
770 F. Supp. 2d 686 (D. Del. 2001)
2. Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam's Censored
Federal Circuit Filings (Archive)
3. Brief Summary of Leader v. Facebook
4. Backgrounder
5. Fenwick & West LLP Duplicity
6. Instagram‐scam
7. USPTO‐reexam Sham
8. Zynga‐gate

SOLUTION:

9. James W. Breyer / Accel Partners LLP
Insider Trading

1. Print enough Absentee Ballots for everyone,
2. Leave the electronic voting machines in the warehouse, and
3. Count by hand with bi‐partisan observers up and down the chain from county to state
tabulator.
It is that simple. States will have plenty of citizens willing to count the vote. Just ask. Only
the cheaters lose.

10. Federal Circuit Disciplinary
Complaints
11. Federal Circuit Cover‐up
12. Congressional Briefings re. Leader v.
Facebook judicial corruption
13. Prominent Americans Speak Out
14. Petition for Writ of Certiorari
15. Two Proposed Judicial Reforms
16. S. Crt. for Schemers or Inventors?
17. Attorney Patronage Hijacked DC?

Any reason not to do this just risks our Republic. There is no good reason to risk it for the
titillation of instant election night results (which are probably rigged by the Man in the
Middle anyway).

***

18. Justice Denied | Battle Continues
19. FB Robber Barons Affirmed by S. Crt.
20. Judicial Misconduct WALL OF SHAME

Bookmark: #russian‐role‐models

21. Corruption Watch ‐ "Oh what webs we
weave, when first we practice to
deceive"
22. Facebook | A Portrait of Corruption
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23. White House Meddling

POSTSCRIPT—RUSSIAN ROLE MODELS

FIG. 5—MICHAEL T. MCKIBBEN, Leader
Technologies, Inc., Columbus, Ohio,
the real co‐inventor of and patent
holder for social networking. See
Timeline .
In 2009 Hillary Clinton and the State
Department confiscated McKibben's
invention for her personal
"eDiplomacy" policy use. During this
same time, McKibben and Leader
were battling Facebook in Delaware
federal district court for patent
infringement. Leader proved on 11 of
11 claims that the engine running
Facebook is their invention. Hillary's
Judicial Watch emails prove she
obstructed justice in the case and
engaged in election rigging

Notably, social networking inventor, Columbus,
Ohio innovator MICHAEL MCKIBBEN, described being
followed and then body searched at the Leningrad
airport in 1981. He had just met in Tallinn with an
Estonian Christian activist who had just been
released from prison for organizing Christian music
concerts. His crime? A "parasitic" way of life. No
kidding, that was a Soviet law used to send tens of
thousands of their best and brightest to prisons,
labor camps, and mental hospitals for the sin of
wanting to live honestly, Nobel laureate Alexander
Solzhenitsyn among them.
In 1981, a young KGB officer named Vladimir Putin
was in charge of monitoring foreigners in
Leningrad, so it could have been Putin that ordered
McKibben followed and searched. McKibben called
this possibility "a great irony of history, if true." He
continued, "doubly so given the way I and thousands
of my Soviet, Eastern European and Western friends
stood up for basic human rights like self‐expression,
freedom from tyranny and freedom of worship in
the former Soviet Union." He concluded, "St. Pope
John Paul II was among our supporters."

In this 2016
Olympic
summer,
McKibben pointed out that he and his music group,
Living Sound, supported the 1980 Moscow Summer
Olympics even while President Jimmy Carter
boycotted them. Olympic music director ALEXANDRA
PAKHMUTOVA put two of McKibben's songs on the
official Olympic film Oh Sport! You are Peace!,
and the state‐run Melodiya Records sold up to one
million EPs. McKibben says as far as he knows, his
group Living Sound is the only contemporary
American Gospel group ever to perform on
national Soviet TV—videotaped concerts that
occured soon after the Moscow Olympics and are
said to have aired nationally on New Years Day in
1982.

24. Georgia! AM 1080 McKibben Interview
25. Constitutional Crisis Exposed
26. Abuse of Judicial Immunity since
Stump
27. Obamacare Scandal Principals are
intertwined in the Leader v.
Facebook scandal
28. S.E.C. duplicity re. Facebook

GIBSON DUNN LLP exposed as
one of the most corrupt law
firms in America
Investigative Reporter Julia
Davis investigates
Facebook's Leader v.
Facebook attorney Gibson
Dunn LLP. She credits this
firm with the reason why
not a single Wall Street banker has gone to
jail since 2008. Click here to read her article
"Everybody hates whistleblowers."
Examiner.com, Apr. 10, 2012. Here's an
excerpt:
"Skillful

manipulation of the
firm’s extensive media
connections allows Gibson
Dunn to promote their causes,
while simultaneously smearing
their opponents and silencing
embarrassing news coverage."

Photo: NBC4i TV.

FIG. 6—ALEKSANDRA PAKHMUTOVA

In the early '90's, McKibben advised Russian Orthodox Patriarch Aleksy II on how to use
emerging communications technologies for Church operations as they recovered from
ninety years of persecution. He also was the Patriarch's special guest in one of the first
post‐Communist Church processions at the Kremlin and through the streets of Central
Moscow. President Yelstin also participated.
See We Can't Live Without Each Other (Hам не жит ь друг без д руга) music video, A.
Pakhmutova (А. Пахмутова), N. Dobronravov (Н. Добронравов) , N. McKibben, Living
Sound, 1980, Melodiya Records / Mosfilm / Evgeny Ginzburg‐CT USSR.

NEW! AUG. 14, 2016: Alongside Solzhenitsyn, Mr. McKibben asked us to
acknowledge the Moscow family of Vladislav Eloyan. Vladislav is the president of the
Russian Traditional Karate Federation. His grandfather, Rotefan, briefly served with
McKibben's father‐in‐law in the U.S. 69TH INFANTRY DIVISION FOLLOWING THE "LINK UP" WITH THE
SOVIET 58TH GUARDS DIVISION IN TORGAU, GERMANY ON APR. 25, 1945. On Jul. 4, 2010, Eloyan and
McKibben co‐authored Rotefan's story for the 69th Infantry Division veteran's website.
When Rotefan returned home to Moscow, he was enslaved by the KGB in the Gulag
alongside Solzhenitsyn in the Gulag.
During more than five years in ten forced labor camps Rotefan saw countless people
starved to death, shot and beaten mercilessly by sadistic guards. In one camp a killing
field was understood between the prisoners and guards. Any prisoner wanting to end his
misery could walk into it and be shot dead, no questions asked. Even in those conditions,
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This statement followed right after Davis
cited Facebook's chief inside counsel in the
Leader v. Facebook case, Theodore Ullyot,
who appears to have helped lead the Leader
v. Facebook judicial corruption. Interesting
word choices associated with Gibson Dunn
LLP: manipulation, smear. Attorneys swear a
solemn oath to act morally, ethically, and in
support of democratic principles. They
promise to conduct themselves in a manner
than instills confidence among the citizenry
in the rule of law and the judicial system.
These promises appear to be meaningless.
Click here for a PDF version of Julie Davis'
article.

POPULAR POSTS
OHIO STATE’S PRESIDENT
MICHAEL V. DRAKE MIRED IN
PERSONAL CONFLICTS OF
INTEREST
Trustees and Provost
promote learning
technology that benefits trustee clients
and is stolen from OSU alums Contributing
Writers | Opini...
OSU BAND INVESTIGATION
UNEARTHS SURPRISE
TRUSTEE COLLUSION IN
PATENT THEFT
Breaking News, Sep. 3,
2014 , 10:05am OSU Trustee
President, Jeffrey Wadsworth,
"counterattacks" the Band Alumni
leadership T...
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FIG. 7: ELOYAN ROTEFAN "ROMAN"

MARCOSOVICH (1925-1960).
Photo: 69th Infantry Division.

Rotefan organized resistance and wrote letters to
members of the Supreme Soviet to stop the
madness. Those letters apparently had an effect.
Rotefan was released in 1955 by Nikita
Khrushchev's return to sanity over the treatment
of his WWII veterans. Sadly, Rotefan contracted
tuberculosis at the tenth camp and eventually
died of the disease at age 34. To add insult to
injury, Rotefan was unable to find meaningful
work after the Gulag because employers did not
see the value of his survival experiences, first as
a Nazi POW at age 16, then in Stalin's labor
camps. Rotefan's story of bravery and
determination in the face of impossible odds is
truly awe inspiring. It is a powerful example of
the need for less greed and power mongering in
this world, and more love and respect for one's
fellow man.
Pray for us Eloyan Rotefan Marcosovich!

Notice: This post may contain opinion. As with all opinion, it should not be relied upon
without independent verification. Think for yourself. Photos used are for educational
purposes only and were obtained from public sources. No claims whatsoever are made to
any photo.

COMMENT
Click "N comments:" on the line just below this instruction to comment on this post.
Alternatively, send an email with your comment to amer4innov@gmail.com and we'll post
it for you. We welcome and encourage anonymous comments, especially from
whisteblowers.
Posted by K. Craine at 4:46 PM

+1 Recommend this on Google

42 comments:
K. Craine

August 13, 2016 at 11:27 AM

Email comment by JM:
I just posted this on Facebook and my account was DISABLED. You must be on to
something.
Reply

dave123 August 13, 2016 at 2:57 PM
HAY JM FACEBOOK WAS STOLEN AND IS RUN BY THE NSA AND CIA
How many other wrongs are being hidden from the eyes, ears, and minds of the people?
What is our media doing but covering up the real criminals.....they say Manning is a
criminal BECAUSE they informed THE PEOPLE about the wrongs our elected/appointed
officials are committing criminal acts
Reply

GOVERNOR JOHN KASICH
HOLDS MUCH STOCK IN OSU
TRUSTEE PRIVATE INTERESTS
Governor’s trustee
appointments reveal strong
bias toward protecting his
investments Contributing Writers |
Opinion | AMERICANS FOR INNOVA...
FIRING OF OSU BAND
LEADER EXPOSES
CORRUPTION AT BATTELLE
LABS, PATENT OFFICE, NSA
Jeffrey Wadsworth,
Battelle CEO and OSU
Trustee president, doles out OSU
contracts to Facebook Cartel thru his
McBee Strategic LLC lobbyis...
MASSIVE WASHINGTON
CORRUPTION EXPOSED BY
LEADER V. FACEBOOK
Bi‐partisan citizen group
appeals to Congress to
RESTORE PROPERTY
CONFISCATED BY widespread federal
corruption incl. interference by Nancy ...
DISASTROUS RISE OF A
LAWLESS C.I.A.
Presidents from Washington
to Eisenhower feared
threats to liberty from
abuses of power by the
military‐industrial complex Contributing...
HEALTHCARE.GOV HAS
EXPOSED WASHINGTON'S
ETHICAL DISEASE
Undisclosed conflicts of
interest—on a massive
scale—are choking
Washington Contributing Writers |
OPINION | AMERICANS FOR INNOVATION
...
HOW JUDGES GROW RICH
ON THE BACKS OF
AMERICAN INVENTORS
Patent Office filings are
shuffled out the USPTO
backdoor to crony lawyers,
banks and deep‐pocket clients
Contributing Writers | Opinion...
BOYCOTT NCAA MARCH
MADNESS? COPYRIGHT‐GATE
Constitutional rights
advocates demand that
NCAA stop its copyright
infringement in social
media; ask Congress to preserve
Zuckerberg's ...
LEADER V. FACEBOOK WALL
OF SHAME
Judges go to jail for far less
serious misconduct;
Facebook users should pay
Leader fees voluntarily; its
the right thing to do since Faceb...

EDITORIALS

Replies
dave123 August 13, 2016 at 3:57 PM
The DNC hack, and the usual trickle of vulnerabilities and breaches continued.
A researcher showed methods for unlocking “high security” consumer
electronic safes without leaving any evidence of the attack, Oracle’s payment
system Micros (which is used at roughly 330,000 cash registers around the
world) was hacked, and a Windows vulnerability served as a reminder of why
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1. DC Bar refuses to investigate attorney
misconduct in Leader v. Facebook ‐
Unwillingness of DC attorneys to self‐
police may explain why Washington is
broken, Dec. 30, 2012
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putting backdoors in secure processes doesn’t make sense.
JM Try Aljazeera
Reply

dave123 August 13, 2016 at 5:24 PM
The hacker Guccifer 2.0 posted phone numbers, email addresses and passwords for
nearly 200 sitting and former Democratic lawmakers on Friday, including current
members of intelligence and armed services committees.
The files were posted to a blog used by the hacker, which at least one cybersecurity firm
has labeled an operation of Russian security services. Intelligence officials, other firms
and Democrats have also accused operatives supported by the Russian government of
hacking the Democratic National Committee this year
Reply

K. Craine

August 15, 2016 at 6:01 AM

Email comment by TEX:
At my age it is tough watching most Olympic events for more than five minutes..... they
are either boring , or highly questionable due to judge bias. I have a few ideas that I am
submitting to the Olympic committee.
Soccer puts me to sleep. Let's cut the field in half and provide half of the players on
each team with a small stick. Let them whack each other . After any goal, put the ball at
mid field, line up the players with sticks on their respective goal lines, blow the whistle
and let them run to get the ball and whack each other. There will be no substitutions.
And diving, what a rigged sport. The Russian judge gives Americans a 2 while the
Canadian judge gives them a 5. Are they looking at the same dive? A Trump presidency,
however, might make all judges grade a 2. In order to avoid this bias, I propose that the
winners should be those that go to the highest perch and dive into the least amount of
water, are the winners . No judges. If a diver can actually still crawl to the podium after
the dive and he was the highest with the least amount of water, he wins.
And let's combine the floor exercise in gymnastics with the 100 meter dash and swimming
? How about a dash on their hands for the first for the first 25 yards, then a run for 50
yards, and then a butterfly stroke on the dirt for the last 25? If that gets boring, give
them a stick and let them whack each other.
Just a few innovative thoughts after a few glasses of Cabernet.
Have a great day, TEX=
Reply

K. Craine

August 15, 2016 at 6:19 AM

Email comment by DL:
David Israel. (Aug. 14, 2016). DC Leaks Publishes George Soros' Files Shaoing Millsions
Contributed to Anti‐Israel Causes. The Jewish Press.
http://www.jewishpress.com/news/breaking‐news/dc‐leaks‐publishes‐george‐soros‐files‐
showing‐millions‐contributed‐to‐anti‐israel‐causes/2016/08/14/
Jewish Hungarian‐American business magnate George Soros, whose company files were
hacked by the same outfit that in June hacked the DNC computers, was a major
contributor to anti‐Israel and anti‐Zionist causes, as appears from an archive of leaked
documents of the DC Leaks website.
Soros, one of the 30 richest people in the world, is known as “The Man Who Broke the
Bank of England” in 1992 with his short sale of $10 billion in British pounds, which made
him a profit of $1 billion and brought Black Wednesday upon the UK currency, has a
special spot for groups that fight Israel and Israelis on multiple levels.
Reply
Replies
K. Craine

August 15, 2016 at 6:20 AM
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2. Will the U.S. Supreme court support
schemers or real American inventors?
Facebook's case dangles on a
doctored interrogatory. Eighteen (18)
areas of question shout for attention,
Dec. 27, 2012
3. Two Policy Changes That Will Make
America More Democratic (and less
contentious), Dec. 21, 2012

OUR MISSION
American citizens must fight abuse of the
constitutional right for authors and inventors
to enjoy the fruits of their inventions, as a
matter of matter of basic property rights and
sound public policy. Otherwise, instead of
innovation, creativity, genius, ideas, vision,
courage, entrepreneurship, respect,
property, rejuvenation, morals, ethics,
values, renewal, truth, facts, rights, privacy,
solutions and judicial faithfulness,
. . . our society and economy will be dragged
down (and eventually destroyed) by copying,
infringement, thievery, counterfeiting,
hacking, greed, misinformation, exploitation,
abuse, waste, disrespect, falsity, corruption,
bribery, coercion, intimidation, doublespeak,
misconduct, lies, deception, attorney "dark
arts," destruction, confusion, dishonesty,
judicial chicanery and lawlessness.
If we do not speak up, impeach derelict
judges and imprison corrupt attorneys, we
cannot possibly hope to start fixing the
current ills in our society. Without justice
and respect for private property, democracy
has no sure foundation.

CURRENT EDITORIAL FOCUS
We are an opinion blog that advocates for
strong intellectual property rights. We
welcome commenters and contributors. The
Leader v. Facebook patent infringement case
first came to our attention after learning
that the trial judge, Leonard P. Stark, U.S.
District Court of Delaware, ignored his jury’s
admission that they had no evidence to
support their on‐sale bar verdict, but the
judge supported it anyway.
The judicial misconduct has deteriorated
from there, replete with two of the three
judges on the Federal Circuit appeal panel,
Judges Alan D. Lourie and Kimberly A.
Moore, holding Facebook stock that they did
not disclose to the litigants, and later tried
to excuse through a quick motion slipped in
at the last minute by the Clerk of Court, Jan
Horbaly, and his close friends at The Federal
Circuit Bar Association. (The DC Bar
subsequently revealed that Mr. Horbaly is
not licensed to practice law in Washington
D.C.)
The judges ignored shocking new evidence
that Mark Zuckerberg withheld 28 hard
drives of 2003‐2004 evidence from Leader
Technologies that could prove actual theft
(and therefore claims even more serious
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Here's the direct link to the DCLinks Soros Files:
http://soros.dcleaks.com/
Reply

K. Craine

August 15, 2016 at 6:26 AM

Email comment by GH:
Judge Jeanine says FBI director Jim Comey is going to get flees from running with
Hillary's pack of mangy dogs.
Nikki Schwab. (Aug. 11, 2016). THREE FBI offices wanted full‐scale criminal probe into
Clinton Foundation ‐ but still Loretta' Lynch's Department of Justice refused to give it the
go‐ahead. Daily Mail (UK).
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article‐3735345/THREE‐FBI‐offices‐wanted‐scale‐
criminal‐probe‐Clinton‐Foundation‐Loretta‐Lynch‐s‐Department‐Justice‐refused‐
ahead.html#ixzz4H5aorMJP
More details are coming out today about the FBI wanting to investigate the Clinton
Foundation, but the Department of Justice turning the agency down.
CNN reports that three FBI field offices were in agreement and wanted an investigation
launched earlier this year, but the Loretta Lynch‐led DOJ pushed back pointing to a
preliminary investigation done on the Clinton Foundation a year before, after the book
'Clinton Cash' was released.
Reply

K. Craine

August 15, 2016 at 6:32 AM

Email comment by GH:
Liars, liars, pants on fire.
Joshua Green, Richard Rubin. (Apr. 29, 2015). Clinton Foundation Failed to Disclose 1,100
Foreign Donations. Bloomberg.

than infringement). In addition, Facebook's
appeal attorney, Thomas G. Hungar of Gibson
Dunn LLP, has close personal ties to just
about every judicial player in this story. The
misconduct appears to reach into the U.S.
Patent Office through abuse of the
reexamination process by Facebook. We will
stay focused on Leader v. Facebook until
justice is served, but we also welcome news
and analysis of intellectual property abuse
in other cases as well.

WELCOME TO DONNA KLINE
NOW! READERS!
AFI has been supporting
Donna and is now picking up
the main Leader v. Facebook
coverage (she will continue
coverage as well).
Anonymous Posts Are
Welcomed! Blogger has more
posting constraints than Donna's WordPress,
but we will continue to welcome anonymous
posts. Simply send us an email at
amer4innov@gmail.com with your post.
Once the moderator verifies that your email
address is real, your comment will be posted
using your real name or handle, whatever
you wish, like John Smith or Tex.

Click here to view a
complete Donna Kline
Now! posts archive.

http://www.bloomberg.com/politics/articles/2015‐04‐29/clinton‐foundation‐failed‐to‐
disclose‐1‐100‐foreign‐donations
The co‐founder of the Clinton Foundation's Canadian affiliate is revealing new details
about the charity's donors in an effort to counter allegations in the New York Times and
the new book “Clinton Cash.”
Hillary Clinton’s presidential run is prompting new scrutiny of the Clintons’ financial and
charitable affairs—something that’s already proved problematic for the Democratic
frontrunner, given how closely these two worlds overlap. Last week, the New York Times
examined Bill Clinton’s relationship with a Canadian mining financier, Frank Giustra, who
has donated millions of dollars to the Clinton Foundation and sits on its board. Clinton,
the story suggests, helped Giustra’s company secure a lucrative uranium‐mining deal in
Kazakhstan and in return received “a flow of cash” to the Clinton Foundation, including
previously undisclosed donations from the company’s chairman totaling $2.35 million.
Reply

K. Craine

August 15, 2016 at 6:44 AM

Email comment by Sharyl Attkisson:
Sharyl Attkisson. (Aug. 14, 2016). Sharyl Attkisson: Clinton lead over Trump shrinks to
margin‐of‐error: Bloomberg poll. Full Measure.
https://sharylattkisson.com/clinton‐lead‐over‐trump‐shrinks‐to‐margin‐of‐error‐
bloomberg‐poll/
Is Hillary Clinton squashing Donald Trump into oblivion in the polls? Or is her lead over
him perilously shrinking? One thing we know is: there are countless ways to spin a poll.
Consider the case of selective reporting on the most recent Bloomberg national poll.
Reply
Replies
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dave123 August 15, 2016 at 6:28 PM
Is Hillary Clinton squashing Donald Trump into oblivion in the polls? One way to
find the truth is to count the comments cant find one person that likes the
clintons

Reply

K. Craine

August 15, 2016 at 9:36 AM

Email comment by AT:
Wow ! Things the media for Hillary won't let you know.
The COLLUSION AND CORRUPTION RUNS DEEPER THAN IMAGINABLE
Re: Khizr Khan ‐‐ Just thought everyone should have this information because our news
media will NEVER tell you. Research On The Muslim Father (that Trump spoke of in a
negative light);
reveals Important Information about Khizr Kahn.
FACTS ABOUT Khizr Kahn's law firm you won't learn from the Mainstream Media protecting
Hillary Clinton. Sadly, Kahn used the death of his own son for his political gain:
1.) Represents the royal court of Saudi Arabia,
2.) Represents Bill & Hillary Clinton as their tax lawyers,
3.) Represents The Clinton Foundation,
4.) The firm where Loretta Lynch worked before becoming the Attorney General,
5.) Represents the Colorado technology firm that managed Hillary Clinton's private email
server.
CONNECT THE DOTS, FOLKS ... IT IS NOT SIMPLE COINCIDENCE!

CODE OF CONDUCT FOR U.S.
JUDGES
"CANON 2: A JUDGE SHOULD AVOID
IMPROPRIETY AND THE APPEARANCE OF
IMPROPRIETY IN ALL ACTIVITIES"

GALLERY OF JUDICIAL
MISCONDUCT

The COLLUSION AND CORRUPTION RUNS DEEPER THAN IMAGINABLE my friends!!! ...
No Wonder The Media Is Falling All Over Itself To Defend This Man.
•▪•▪ Also Read:
http://beforeitsnews.com/opinion‐conservative/2016/07/what‐the‐media‐is‐not‐telling‐
you‐about‐the‐muslim‐who‐attacked‐donald‐trump‐3168817.html
Theodore Shoebat and Walid Shoebat. (Jul. 31, 2016). What the Media Is Not Telling You
About the Muslim Who Attacked Donald Trump. Shoebat, Beforeitsnews.
http://beforeitsnews.com/opinion‐conservative/2016/07/what‐the‐media‐is‐not‐telling‐
you‐about‐the‐muslim‐who‐attacked‐donald‐trump‐3168817.html
What the media is not telling you about the Muslim who attacked Donald Trump:
He is a Muslim Brotherhood agent who wants to advance Sharia Law and bring Muslims
into the United States. The Muslim who attacked Donald Trump, Khizr Muazzam Kahn, is
a Muslim Brotherhood agent, working to bring Muslims into the United States. After
reading what we discovered so far, it becomes obvious that Khan wanted to ‘trump’
Trump’s Muslim immigration.
Reply

dave123 August 15, 2016 at 6:53 PM
The Transparency and Integrity Fund (TIF or the Fund) promotes unfettered access to
information – the lifeblood of democracy – as well as the integrity of American institutions
through which we hold our government accountable and seek justice. We envision an
engaged public with equal access to information and institutions, and active participation
in democracy and public life. Broad and equitable access to high‐quality information and
effective accountability mechanisms are foundational to an open society, one in which
government and corporate decisions and decision‐making processes are transparent, and
the public is well‐informed and has the tools necessary to hold government, and
government supported corporations, accountable. Recognizing that power is not broadly
shared in American society, the Fund will focus on supporting efforts that address the
needs of historically excluded or marginalized groups so that they are equally able to
hold government and private actors accountable to their needs, and address the power
imbalances in society. We see transparency and integrity not as ends, but as means to
further broader institutional goals. When government decision‐making is transparent, the
public is more likely to trust the process and engage in it meaningfully, whether on
policy issues or at the ballot box. When government data is widely available, advocates
can use it to examine disparities, in the distribution of public resources for example, and
bolster their arguments in favor of greater equity. When journalists and the media serve
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Judge Leonard P. Stark, U.S.
District Court of Delaware, trial
judge in Leader Techs, Inc. v.
Facebook, Inc., 770 F. Supp. 2d 686
(D.Del. 2011). Judge Stark heard
his jury foreman admit that the
jury made the on‐sale bar decision
without any evidence other than
speculation, and yet he supported
that verdict anyway. Just months
before trial, Judge Stark allowed
Facebook to add
the on‐sale bar
claim after the
close of all fact
discovery and
blocked Leader
from preparing its defenses to this
new claim. Judge Stark allowed
the claims despite Leader's
prophetic argument that the
action would confuse the jury and
prejudice Leader. He also
permitted the jury to ignore the
Pfaff v. Wells Electronics, Inc. test
for on‐sale bar, even after
instructing the jury to use it. (See
that Jury
Instruction No. 4.7
here.) He also
contradicted his
own instruction to
Leader to answer
Interrogatory No. 9 in the present
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the public interest, every member of society can effectively monitor our governors. The
need for transparency and accountability underlies every U.S. Programs (USP) core issue
and transparency mechanisms serve the full set of USP goals. TIF issues are also closely
aligned with transparency and technology concerns prioritized in OSI’s international
programs. The strategic plan that follows was developed with the valuable input of TIF’s
Board Advisors Ethan Zuckerman, Jonathan Soros, and Bryan Stevenson; USP Executive
Director Ann Beeson; and numerous core TIF grantees, foundation partners, and USP
colleagues. As described more fully below, the Transparency and Integrity Fund will
advance the following overarching goals:

tense (2009), then permitted the
jury to interpret it as a 2002
admission as well. Facebook's
entire on‐sale bar case is based
upon this interrogatory. (Editorial:
Hardly sufficient to meet the
"heavy burden" of the clear and
convincing evidence standard.)

• Ensuring a transparent democracy and an engaged public through support for
media and government ‘watchdog’ groups and support for the development and
use of emerging technology tools and practices that increase public access to
Reply

dave123 August 15, 2016 at 8:58 PM
Guccifer’s attempts to disseminate that information via his or her WordPress site were
undone as the web platform chose to censor the web page hosting the hacked data.
“Some content on this page was disabled on August 13, 2016 upon receipt of a valid
complaint regarding the publication of private information,” a note on the hacker’s site
read. It then linked to WordPress’ policy on sharing private information.
HAY WORDPREES YOU SUCK
Reply
Replies
dave123 August 16, 2016 at 10:01 AM
The Huffington Post | Rachel Weiner and Arthur Delaney First Posted: 12‐ 8‐09
10:43
AM | Updated: 12‐ 8‐09 02:31 PM
On Tuesday, the Obama administration acted on a promise the president made
on his first day in office ‐‐ to make government agencies more transparent,
participatory and collaborative via an "Open Government Directive."
Transparency‐in‐government advocacy groups hailed the announcement. The
Open Government Directive will make an Open Government memo released in
May operational by directing agencies to take specific actions during the
course of a two‐year timeline.

Judge Alan D. Lourie, U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit,
panel judge in Leader Techs v.
Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed.
Cir. 2012). Judge Lourie stood to
benefit financially from
undisclosed holdings in Facebook.
See analysis of Judge Lourie's T.
Rowe Price holdings re. the
Facebook IPO.
Judge Lourie also
failed to apply his
own law‐test in
Group One v.
Hallmark Cards to
the evidence. After debunking all
of Facebook's evidence on appeal,
Judge Lourie created new
argument in the secrecy of
chambers to support Facebook and
prevent the on‐sale bar verdict
from being overturned—a clear
breach of constitutional due
process.

The White House announced the directive during a live online chat with Chief
Information Officer Vivek Kundra and Chief Technology Officer Aneesh Chopra.
Kopra solicited public comment on the directive through the White House
Open Government Initiative.
The day after his Inauguration, Obama declared, "Information will not be
withheld just because I say so. It will be withheld because a separate
authority believes my request is well grounded in the Constitution. Let me say
it as simply as I can, transparency and the rule of law will be the touchstones
of this presidency."
Reply

K. Craine

August 16, 2016 at 6:06 AM

Email comment by GH:
DNC PAY TO PLAY REQUESTS FROM DONORS CONFIRMED IN PERKINS COIE LLP EMAIL
(HILLARY'S ATTORNEYS IN BERNIE DONOR LAWSUIT WHERE LAWYER DIED MYSTERIOUSLY)
Here's the actual WikiLeaks email:
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016‐05‐19‐Re‐SEC‐letters‐and‐donations‐DNC‐
ComerS‐Perkins‐Coie‐email‐re‐Pay‐to‐Play‐WikiLeaks‐DNC‐Email‐ID‐20280‐May‐19‐
2016.pdf#page=3
Reply

K. Craine

August 16, 2016 at 6:11 AM
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Judge Kimberly A. Moore, U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit, panel judge in Leader
Techs v. Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d
1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012). Judge Moore
stood to benefit financially from
undisclosed holdings in Facebook.
See disclosure of substantial
holdings in Facebook and
Facebook‐related stocks. Judge
Moore failed to
follow the long‐
held precedent
for testing on‐sale
bar evidence in
Pfaff v. Wells
Electronics, Inc.—an evident and
intentional omission coming from a
former patent law professor. After
debunking all of Facebook's
evidence on appeal, Judge Moore
created new argument in the
secrecy of chambers to support
Facebook and prevent the on‐sale
bar verdict from being overturned
—a clear breach of constitutional
due process.
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Email comment by GH:
You knew this was coming. Hillary's skate will cause everyone in government to plead her
defense. The slippery slope to lawlessness.
Katie Phang. (Aug. 15, 2016). VIDEO: Citing Clinton, Sailor Seeks Mercy in Classified Photos
Case. Gretawire.
http://gretawire.foxnewsinsider.com/video/video‐19/
Navy sailor facing years in prison for taking handful of classified photos inside nuclear
submarine seeks leniency by citing decision not to prosecute Hillary Clinton over
classified info in email scandal.
Reply

K. Craine

August 16, 2016 at 6:16 AM

Email comment by GH:
Philip Bump. (Aug. 15, 2016). Ten years ago, Trump’s campaign manager warned of a
rigged election — in Ukraine. The Washington Post.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/the‐fix/wp/2016/08/15/ten‐years‐ago‐trumps‐
campaign‐manager‐warned‐of‐a‐rigged‐election‐in‐ukraine/
"The only way" Hillary Clinton can win in Pennsylvania, Donald Trump said at a rally in
that state on Friday evening, "and I mean this 100 percent ‐‐ [is] if in certain sections of
the state they cheat, OK?" That was "the way we can lose the state," he said, of a state
where he currently trails by 9 points. "And we have to call up law enforcement. And we
have to have the sheriffs and the police chiefs and everybody watching." On Saturday, his
campaign unveiled an effort to somehow formalize the campaign's fraud‐prevention
system, encouraging sign‐ups on their website for "Trump Election Observers."
Reply

K. Craine

August 16, 2016 at 6:34 AM

Email comment by GH:
NOTICE TO U.S. CITIZENS:
THE NSA IBM SPY STATE TECHNO‐WORLD IS TRYING TO SLOWLY DESENSITIZE US INTO
ACCEPTING CENSORSHIP, PROPERTY THEFT, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY THEFT AND INVASION
OF PRIVACY.
To quote GalaxyQuest: "Never give up. Never give in."
WikiLeaks. (Aug. 15, 2016). Github has entirely censored the release of data showing proof
of NSA malware targetting Cisco & others.
Github is supposed to be these cozy little place in the cloud where programmers can
program
and
share
their
code
together.
https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/github#/entity
In reality, it is a den of Silicon Valley and Wall Street intellectual property theives. They
lure young programmers into using the site, then secretly steal their ideas under the
cover of their pretend security blanket.
Don't believe me? Look at who funds them, SEQUOIA CAPITAL and MARC ANDREESSEN two
big funders of the spy state Cartel. Both are large Facebook and Google investors.
Andreessen and Larry Summers are directors in Instagram, owned by Facebook. The
Cartel used the bogus $1b purchase of Instagram by Facebook to pay off Larry Summers
prior to the Facebook IPO. Need to know more?
In the blurred lines between Silicon Valley and politics, Ohio governor John Kasich's chief
political funder is MARK KVAMME, a former partner at Sequoia Capital. Could this explain
Kasich's betrayal of Trump and the GOP?
https://twitter.com/wikileaks/status/765341261347848193/photo/1

Judge Evan J. Wallach, U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Federal Circuit,
member of the three‐judge panel
in Leader Techs v. Facebook, Inc.,
678 F.3d 1300 (Fed. Cir. 2012).
Judge Wallach is not a patent
attorney. This begs the question as
to why a judge with no knowledge
of patent law was assigned to the
case. Would anyone ask a dentist
to perform brain surgery? The
Federal Circuit was specially
formed to appoint patent‐
knowledgeable judges to patent
cases. There is no evidence so far
in the judicial disclosures that
Judge Wallach holds stock in
Facebook, although when he was
asked on a motion to disclose
potential Facebook holdings and
other conflicts of interest, he
refused along with the other
judges. See Motion to Disclose
Conflicts of Interest. Judge
Wallach continued
in silence even
after Clerk of
Court Horbaly
failed to provide
him with Dr.
Lakshmi Arunachalam’s motions
(according to his Federal Circuit
staffer Valeri White), and yet the
Clerk signed an order regarding
that motion on Judge Wallach’s
behalf. See a full analysis of these
events at Donna Kline Now! Judge
Wallach also failed to police his
court’s violation of Leader’s Fifth
and 14th Amendment
constitutional right to due process
when he participated in the
fabrication of new arguments and
evidence for Facebook in the
secrecy of judge's chambers after
he had just invalidated Facebook’s
sole remaining item of evidence
(using disbelieved testimony as
ostensible evidence of an
opposite). Judge Wallach also
failed to police his court when he
failed to apply the Supreme
Court's Pfaff v. Wells Electronics,
Inc. test for on‐sale bar evidence,
which included even the Federal
Circuit’s own Group One v.
Hallmark Cards, Inc. test—a test
which Judge Lourie should have
advised Judge Wallach to follow
since Judge Lourie helped write
that opinion. Group One test
omission analysis.

Spread the word.
Reply

K. Craine

August 16, 2016 at 6:47 AM
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HOUSE PERJURY CASE BUILDING ON HILLARY
Jason Devaney. (Aug. 15, 2016). House Republicans Say Hillary Lied, Make Case for Perjury
Charge. Newsmax.
http://www.newsmax.com/Newsfront/chaffetz‐goodlatte‐case‐dept‐
justice/2016/08/15/id/743701/
House Republicans are continuing to push for legal action to be taken against Hillary
Clinton, laying out a four‐point case for the Department of Justice to charge her with
perjury.
According to The Hill, Reps. Bob Goodlatte of Virginia and Jason Chaffetz of Utah — the
chairmen of the House Judiciary and Oversight Committees — found inconsistencies in
what Clinton told a House panel last year regarding her use of a private email setup
while she served as secretary of state and what the FBI discovered to be true during its
investigation.
Reply

dave123 August 16, 2016 at 11:05 AM
On the eve of Gawker Media’s sale to … somebody, the author of its bankruptcy, Facebook
billionaire Peter Thiel, was graciously given op‐ed space in the New York Times to lay out
his case against the blog network. Thiel, who funded the Hulk Hogan lawsuit that
brought Gawker to the point of sale, casts his intervention as just one good deed in a
crusade against privacy violations. That a man who became superrich thanks to a timely
investment in Facebook, and who is an investor in surveillance contractor Palantir, is
arguing for greater privacy protections is about the least‐striking contradiction in the
whole op‐ed.
thanks to a timely investment in Facebook?? I DONT THINK SO PETER THIEL YOU KNEW
ZUCKERBERG HAD STOLEN THE IDEA FACEBOOK BEFORE IT EVEN STARTED!!
Reply

K. Craine

August 17, 2016 at 2:58 PM

Email comment by DL:
Just like many thought. Ceglia is no fugitive, he was threatened and protected himself
and his family. We're praying for you Paul. U.S. Attorney Preetinder "Preet" Bharara, was
just assigned to "investigate" The Clinton Foundation. I'll bet you had a good laugh about
that. (For readers who don't know, Bharara is the crooked U.S. Attorney that brought the
now‐proven‐bogus forgery charges against Paul Ceglia using only the testimony of
FACEBOOK experts.)

Clerk of Court Jan Horbaly, U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit, clerk who signed all the
opinions in Leader Techs v.
Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed.
Cir. 2012). Clerk Horbaly and his
staff obfuscated when the court's
ruling was challenged by an
amicus curiae brief revealing clear
mistakes of law and new evidence.
See analysis of the misconduct and
misrepresentations within the
Federal Circuit Clerk of Court in
Leader v. Facebook. Mr. Horbaly
failed to disclose his conflicts of
interest and close associations
with numerous Facebook attorneys
and law firms, as
well as his close
association with
one of Facebook's
largest
shareholders,
Microsoft, who is a Director of The
Federal Circuit Bar Association
where Mr. Horbaly is an ex officio
officer. Additionally, the DC Bar
revealed in a written statement
that Clerk Horbaly is not licensed
to practice law in the District of
Columbia. [Editorial: What does
that make the Federal Circuit with
its location within in a stone's
throw of the White House? A self‐
governing state?]

Bob Van Voris. (Aug. 17, 2018). Facebook fugitive 'alive and well and living on the air'.
Bloomberg / Chicago Tribune.
http://www.chicagotribune.com/business/ct‐facebook‐fugitive‐paul‐ceglia20160817‐
story.html
The story sounded crazy from the start: a guy from upstate New York claimed Mark
Zuckerberg owed him half of Facebook and he had the papers to prove it.
Now, it's gotten even crazier.
More than a year after the man, Paul Ceglia, cut off an electronic ankle bracelet and
fled federal charges that he faked documents to bolster his lawsuit against Zuckerberg,
Ceglia says someone — he didn't say who — was planning to have him killed.
In e‐mails to Bloomberg that reference cult television favorites and hint at government
conspiracies, Ceglia has offered new tidbits about his life as an international fugitive,
along with his wife, Iasia, his two pre‐teenage sons and his dog Buddy.
"I felt I had no one in government I could trust," Ceglia wrote in one of four emails. "An
opportunity presented itself, so I MacGyver'd some things together and started running
for my life."
Reply
Replies
K. Craine

August 17, 2016 at 3:12 PM

Here is a press release by FRIENDS OF PAUL CEGLIA:
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/ceglia/2015‐03‐26‐FRIENDS‐OF‐PAUL‐CEGLIA‐

http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/08/hillarys-diabolical-ties-to-russia.html

Judge Randall R. Rader, U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Federal
Circuit, chief judge responsible for
the (mis)conduct of his judges and
Clerk of Court in Leader Techs v.
Facebook, Inc., 678 F.3d 1300 (Fed.
Cir. 2012). Judge Rader failed to
manage his court resulting in a
likely situation where his judges
never even received briefs that
they allegedly ruled on in favor of
Facebook. Judge
Rader also failed
to disclose his
conflicting
relationships with
a Leader principle
with whom he may have had deep
professional differences during his
time at the Senate Judiciary
Committee—his former professor of
law at George Washington
University Law Center, former
Leader director Professor James P.
Chandler. See analysis of Judge
Rader's undisclosed conflicts of
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Press‐Release‐re‐forensic‐results‐and‐KGB‐style‐persecution‐Mar‐26‐2015.pdf
Here are several pate AFI posts that analyze the injustices being perpetrated
by the US government against Paul Ceglia:
AFI. (Mar. 10, 2015). Senior Bill Clinton Adviser Worked No‐Bid Patent Office
Contracts While Shuffling Inventions To IBM. Americans For Innovation.
http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2015/03/senior‐bill‐clinton‐adviser‐
worked‐no.html

AFI. (Apr. 08, 2015). Gibson Dunn lawyers taint U.S. v. Ceglia proceedings.
Americans For Innovation.
http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2015/04/gibson‐dunn‐llp‐taints‐us‐v‐
ceglia.html

interest in Leader v. Facebook.
Judge Rader also
did not stop his
judges from
creating new
arguments and
evidence for
Facebook in the secrecy of
chambers—after they had
debunked all of Facebook's
evidence on appeal, which is a
clear breach of constitutional due
process.
Updated May 22, 2015

Click here to view a Federal
Circuit Leader v. Facebook
Conflicts of Interest Map.

dave123 August 17, 2016 at 3:35 PM
Ceglia says he was deprived of his right to a jury trial when the suit against
Facebook and Zuckerberg in Buffalo was tossed out at the pretrial stage. And
the government’s criminal case, filed 300 miles (500 kilometers) away in
Manhattan while the civil suit was still pending, was also illegal because, in
his view, he was prosecuted merely for filing a lawsuit.
Facebook and Zuckerberg have said that Ceglia’s claim is bogus, that
Zuckerberg’s contract with Ceglia involved only StreetFax, and that
Zuckerberg didn’t conceive of the social network until later.
In his e‐mails, Ceglia, 43, said he was forced to flee due to a “very credible”
threat that he would be arrested on new charges, jailed and killed before
trial. The reason he was marked for death, he said, was fear that the trial
would expose the involvement of the Central Intelligence Agency’s venture‐
capital arm, In‐Q‐Tel, in Facebook.
Ceglia family and friends to know that he’s alive and well and “living on the
air in Cincinnati..... [HAY Ceglia Hillary Clinton knows Facebook is stolen send
every thing you got to WikiLeaks even the FAG FBI KNOWS HOW ZUCKERBERG
STOLE THE IDEA FACEBOOK]
The hacker Guccifer 2.0 GOT THE EMAILS ???????
Reply

dave123 August 17, 2016 at 5:50 PM
Yuri Milner AND Larry H. Summers THEY ALL KNEW HOW FACEBOOK WAS STOLEN
And ass for James Coney he is a fucking sell OUT
Reply

Rain Onyourparade August 18, 2016 at 5:49 AM
OBITUARY TO THE AMERICAN FREE PRESS:
Matthew Boyle. (Aug. 15, 2016). Glenn Greenwald: The U.S. Media Is Essentially 100
Percent United Against Donald Trump. Breitbart.
http://www.breitbart.com/big‐government/2016/08/15/glenn‐greenwald‐u‐s‐media‐
essentially‐100‐percent‐united‐donald‐trump/
Glenn Greenwald of the Intercept, formerly of The Guardian newspaper, laid out in an
interview with Slate magazine that the media in the United States has decided to band
together in a last‐ditch effort to stop the rise of 2016 GOP presidential nominee Donald J.
Trump.

See "Cover‐up In Process At The
Federal Circuit?" Donna Kline Now!
Sep. 17, 2012.
Leader v. Facebook Legal Research
Links

NOTICE: Opinion
This is an opinion blog. Any information
contained or linked herein should be
independently verified and should be
considered the sole opinion of the writer.
Free Speech and Freedom of the Press are
protected by the First Amendment of the
U.S. Constitution and other local, state,
national and international laws. Therefore,
as with all opinion, such opinion should not
be relied upon without independent
verification.
This site is a not‐for‐profit effort focused on
education, news, investigation of issues in
the public interest, and research, and relies
on fair use copyright exemptions under 17
U.S.C. 106(a)‐117 of the United States
Copyright Act, in addition to any and all
other related and relevant privileges to
which a fair and reasonable person would
attribute to this grassroots effort to root out
corruption and promote justice. No rights
whatsoever to third party content are
claimed or implied.

AFI LOGO (with text)

Greenwald, the progressive journalist who broke the Edward Snowden mass government
surveillance storyline, was asked what he thought about Donald Trump’s press
conference recently in which Trump joked that Russia should release any emails it has
from 2016 Democratic presidential nominee Hillary Rodham Clinton’s illicit private home‐
brew email server from her time as President Barack Obama’s Secretary of State.
Reply

http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/08/hillarys-diabolical-ties-to-russia.html
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Replies
K. Craine

August 18, 2016 at 5:52 AM

AFI published an indepth analysis proving that the mainstream media is
enslaved to the Silicon Valley‐Wall Street globalist cartel.
AFI. (Feb. 07, 2014). Obama's Wall Street handlers gag the Mainstream Media.
Americans for Innovation.
http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2014/02/obamas‐wall‐street‐
handlers‐gag.html

AFI LOGO (no text)

Reply

K. Craine

August 18, 2016 at 5:58 AM

Secret Service leaker says Hillary Clinton suffers from Parkinson's disease.
Kit Daniels. (Aug. 15, 2016). Secret Service leaks Hillary's health to press. InfoWars.
http://www.infowars.com/secret‐service‐leaks‐hillarys‐health‐to‐press/
Hillary Clinton apparently suffers from Parkinson’s or a similar disease and experiences
seizures from flashing lights, such as camera flashes at press conferences, the Secret
Service told Infowars.
Additionally, the federal government has reportedly spent nearly a quarter‐million
dollars to add handicap steps on government vehicles because Hillary struggles with
balance, a fact already established by a Reuters photo showing two men helping Hillary
up stairs.
The revelations explain her odd, epileptic behavior on camera and why she avoids press
conferences in general.
http://www.infowars.com/secret‐service‐leaks‐hillarys‐health‐to‐press/
'Unstable' Hillary gets help climbing stairs
68‐year‐old has long history of health issues
https://t.co/HJycr21Lbu pic.twitter.com/vNdPZwicBJ
— WND News (@worldnetdaily) August 8, 2016
Reply

Rain Onyourparade August 18, 2016 at 6:14 AM
This comment has been removed by the author.
Reply

Rain Onyourparade August 18, 2016 at 6:15 AM
So much for DEM transparency. Seems that the Parties have become organized crime
syndicates. Thank God for the Founders' principle of the Rule of Law over the Rule of
(Wo)Men. We the People must throw the bums out on both sides before it is too late.
David Levinthal. (Aug. 18, 2016). How Bernie Sanders beat the clock — and avoided
disclosure. The Center for Public Integrity.
https://www.publicintegrity.org/2016/08/18/20074/how‐bernie‐sanders‐beat‐clock‐and‐
avoided‐disclosure
As a Democratic presidential hopeful, Sen. Bernie Sanders of Vermont vociferously argued
for political transparency, especially when money was concerned.
Sanders insisted, for example, “on complete transparency regarding the funding of
campaigns.” He decried “huge piles of undisclosed cash” benefiting candidates.
But when federal law required Sanders to reveal, by mid‐May, current details of his
personal finances, his campaign lawyer asked the Federal Election Commission for a 45‐
day extension.
Request granted... again.
Now he says he is not going to release them at all.
Reply
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CORRUPTION WATCH LIST
Faces of the Facebook
Cor r u ption (PDF)
(cu r r ently being u pdated
after the Fr i. Mar . 7, 2014
Scr ibd censor ship of this
docu m ent:
Here is the cast of characters in Leader v.
Facebook. We encourage you to report their
corrupt activities to this site and others, like
Lawless America. Feel free to communicate
anonymously in any way in which you are
most comfortable. The attempt of these
people and their organizations to corrupt
American justice and commerce cannot be
tolerated. Vigilance. We will expose them.
See Congressional Briefings (currently
being updated after Scribd censored the
documents on Fri. Mar. 7, 2014).

A. Facebook's law fir m s:
1. Fe nwick & W e st LLP (Facebook
securities and patent law firm;
former Leader Technologies counsel;
attempted an appearance in Leader
v. Facebook; did not seek conflicts
waiver from Leader prior to
representing Facebook)
2. C o o le y G o dward LLP (Facebook
law firm in Leader v. Facebook;
McBee Strategic energy stimulus
partner; Obama Justice Dept.
advisor; former employer to patent
judges)
3. Blank & R o m e LLP (Facebook law
firm in Leader v. Facebook; former
employer to patent judges)
4. W hite & C ase LLP (Facebook law
firm in Leader v. Facebook;
undisclosed former employer to
Patent Office Freedom of
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Information Act (FOIA) officer
involved in Leader v. Facebook)

Reply

Cindy Rostankowski August 18, 2016 at 6:27 AM
I'm using your citation format to bring your reader's attention to this shocking (to me
anyway) revelation that banker George Soros is meddling in the race issue. The leaked
documents confirm that Soros finances Black Lives Matter. No wonder these poor folks
have so much time on their hands to go and riot and advocate that our fine police be
killed. Very sad indeed.
Aaron Klein. (Aug. 16, 2016). Hacked Soros Memo: $650,000 to Black Lives Matter.
Breitbart.
http://www.breitbart.com/big‐government/2016/08/16/hacked‐soros‐memo‐baltimore‐
riots‐provide‐unique‐opportunity‐reform‐police/
George Soros’s Open Society Institute viewed the 2015 Baltimore unrest following the
death of Freddie Gray as opening a “unique opportunity” to create “accountability” for
the Baltimore police while aiding activists in reforming the city, according to hacked
documents reviewed by Breitbart Jerusalem.
The documents further confirm that the Open Society last year approved $650,000 to
“invest in technical assistance and support for the groups at the core of the burgeoning
#BlackLivesMatter movement.”
Reply

K. Craine

August 18, 2016 at 1:21 PM

Email comment by TEX:
So Hillary, the presumptive president, and Trump, the presumptive landslide loser, are
now talking about taxes. She wants more revenue ( taxes) and he suggests tax reform.
She said she is going after everyone that has money. Trump is trying to sell his idea that
companies will expand if they have more money to do so. It's fascinating that in 2015, the
US is estimated to generate $3.3 Trillion in govt revenue from me and you. It's fun to
read that we will have $19+ trillion in Fed debt by year end. This number ,by the way ,
is larger than our national GDP ( our total US economy). Imagine that , these numbers
don't mesh.
So , which one of our presidential wanna be's is talking about " how and why" we spend
this much ? Does anybody think about the monumental waste, fraud, corruption,
incompetence, poor management, inefficiencies, duplicitousness, and general theft ?
C'mon man. Somebody get a grip. We have enough money each year. We collect trillions
of dollars from the PRODUCTIVE citizens. What we need is a good dose of capable
management/ leadership designed to stop waste and control spending. We need a big
house cleaning. Fire somebody. We need new start ups, new ideas, energetic innovation,
and better education. We need to feel safe, not enslaved by taxes and regulations. We
need efficiency of collecting and subsequently spending my contributions.
I guarantee you that Bill and Hillary don't squander their " pay to play " new found
fortune . It is counted and protected. And Trump doesn't disregard the importance of
wise spending, catching thieves within his organization including those taking kickbacks.
That's the efficiency of free market vs government. Why are they not willing to do that
for America ?
So..... oh, never mind. No one gives a big hoot.
Have a great day, TEX
Reply
Replies
K. Craine

August 18, 2016 at 1:26 PM

Hi TEX. Observation from the peanut gallery: Perhaps there are more that
care than we think. Everybody that cares seems to be thinking that no one
else cares. Perhaps everybody cares and are just keeping it to themselves,
what with all this mainstream media bashing of those who disagree with their
Progressive agenda.
Perhaps all the Bernie supporters who are going to vote for Trump are keeping
silent and will never put a TRUMP sign in their yard (to avoid the venom from
the DEM neighbors if they told them what they really think about Hillary).
Nixon's "silent majority?"

http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2016/08/hillarys-diabolical-ties-to-russia.html

5. G ib so n Dunn LLP (Facebook law
firm in Leader v. Facebook;
undisclosed counsel to the Federal
Circuit; undisclosed protégé of Chief
Justice John Roberts, Jr.;
undisclosed former employer to
Preetinder ("Preet") Bharara, U.S.
Attorney currently persecuting Paul
Ceglia in U.S. v. Ceglia (Ceglia v.
Zuckerberg))
6. Orrick H e rringto n LLP (longtime
Facebook law firm and destroyer of
evidence for the cabal in Winklevoss
v. Zuckerberg and ConnectU v.
Facebook)
7. W e il G o tshal LLP (Federal Circuit
counsel in Leader v. Facebook;
Judge Kimberly A. Moore's
undisclosed former client)
8. Latham & W atk ins LLP
(Facebook Director James W.
Breyer's counsel; Judge Kimberly A.
Moore's husband, Matthew J.
Moore's new law firm)
9. Fe de ral C ircuit Bar Asso ciatio n
("FCBA") (Federal Circuit's bar
association; second largest in the
U.S.; Facebook's law firms extert
much influence in its policy and
activity, incl. Fenwick & West LLP,
Gibson Dunn LLP, Orrick
Herrington LLP, Weil Gotschal LLP;
Facebook's large shareholder,
Microsoft, is a director; Federal
Circuit Clerk of Court Jan Horbaly is
an officer; FCBA made an
appearance in Leader v. Facebook to
oppose the amicus curiae (friend of
the court) motion of Dr. Lakshmi
Arunachalam, former Director of
Network Architecture at Sun
Microsystems, in favor of Leader
Technologies and objecting to the
evident conflicts of interest within
the court itself, her motion was
denied, the judges refused to
disclose their conflicts which we now
know include Facebook and
Microsoft stocks)
10. DC Bar Asso ciatio n
11. Pe rk ins C o ie LLP (Facebook's
"rapid response enforcement team;"
law firm for Obama's chief counsels,
the husband and wife team of
Robert F. Bauer and Anita B. Dunn;
Bauer was identified on Aug. 1, 2013
as having directed the IRS targeting
of the Tea Party)
12. S tro z Frie db e rg (Facebook’s
"forensic expert" who manipulated
the data in Paul Ceglia v. Mark
Zuckerberg, and who first revealed
the existence of 28 Zuckerberg hard
drives and Harvard emails that they
told Leader Technologies in 2009
were "lost")
13. C handle r Law Firm C harte re d
(Professor James P. Chandler, III,
principal; Leader Technologies
patent counsel; adviser to IBM and
David J. Kappos; adviser to Eric H.
Holder, Jr. and the U.S. Department
of Justice; author of the Economic
Espionage Act of 1996 and the
Federal Trade Secrets Act)

B . Facebook
attor neys &
cooper ating ju dges:
14. G o rdo n K . Davidso n (Fenwick;
Facebook's securities and patent
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attorney; Leader Technologies'
former attorney)

Reply

dave123 August 18, 2016 at 6:04 PM
Fugitive 'Facebook founder' says he's alive and well but 'running for his life' from CIA
because of its secret involvement in the social media site
Reply

K. Craine

15. C hristo phe r P. K ing ( aka
Christopher-Charles King aka
Christopher King aka ChristopherCharles P. King, Fenwick & West
LLP)
16. The o do re B. Olso n (Gibson
Dunn)
17. Tho m as G . H ungar (Gibson
Dunn)

August 19, 2016 at 6:23 AM

18. Eric H . H o lde r, Jr. (Attorney
General, U.S. Dept. of Justice)

FBI FILES PROVE HILLARY LIED ABOUT CLASSIFIED DOCUMENTS ON HER PERSONAL SERVER

19. Jam e s C o le (Deputy Attorney
General, U.S. Dept. of Justice)

Jason Devaney. (Aug. 18, 2016). Andrew McCarthy: Classified FBI Files Prove Hillary Lied.
Newsmax.

20. To ny W e st (Associate Attorney
General, U.S. Dept. of Justice; 2008
Obama California Campaign
Manager)

Former federal prosecutor Andrew McCarthy told Newsmax TV Thursday said the
classified documents stemming from Hillary Clinton's FBI interview make the case that
she didn't tell the truth.
"I don't know if it's the agent's notes that they got or the actual report, but it's so
redacted that even the people who have access to it aren't able to get at it and a lot of
people just can't read it because they don't have the security clearance necessary to get
it," McCarthy said during an appearance on the "Steve Malzberg Show."
Reply

dave123 August 20, 2016 at 8:40 AM
Remarks by the President at Signing of S. 1890 ‐ Defend Trade Secrets Act of 2016
I want to thank the outstanding members of Congress who are standing behind me ‐‐ a
bipartisan group, who, working with our Trade Representative's Office, as well as our
Patent Office, have not only developed but actually passed for my signature the
legislation that for the first time will provide civil actions for companies or individuals
that are stealing trade secrets from our American innovators. As many of you know, one
of the biggest advantages that we've got in this global economy is that we innovate, we
come up with new services, new goods, new products, new technologies. Unfortunately,
all too often, some of our competitors, instead of competing with us fairly, are trying to
steal these trade secrets from American companies
MY GOD OBAMA YOUR FULL OF IT

22. Anita B. Dunn (Obama Attorney;
White House Chief Counsel;
husband Robert F. Bauer directed
IRS targeting of the Tea Party,
formerly employed by Perkins Coie
LLP, Facebook's "rapid response
enforcement team")
23. Mary L. S chapiro (former
Chairman, Securities & Exchange
Commission (S.E.C.); holds
investments in 51 Facebook Club
basket funds)
24. Jam e s "Jam ie " Brigagliano
(former Deputy Director of the
Division of Trading and Markets at
the Securities and Exchange
Commission; Mary L. Schapiro's
chief lieutenant on "dark pool" rule
making)
25. Jo se ph P. C utle r (Perkins Coie)

Reply

K. Craine

21. R o b e rt F. Baue r (Obama
Attorney; White House Chief
Counsel; directed IRS targeting of
the Tea Party; formerly and
currently employed by Perkins Coie
LLP, Facebook's "rapid response
enforcement team;" spouse is Anita
B. Dunn)

26. David P. C hiappe tta (Perkins
Coie)
August 20, 2016 at 9:20 PM

27. Jam e s R . McC ullagh (Perkins
Coie)

Email comment by GH:

28. R am se y M. Al-S alam (Perkins
Coie)

Amy Chozick, Steve Eder. (Aug. 20, 2016). Foundation Ties Bedevil Hillary Clinton’s
Presidential Campaign. The New York Times.

29. G rant E. K inse l (Perkins Coie)

http://mobile.nytimes.com/2016/08/21/us/politics/hillary‐clinton‐presidential‐campaign‐
charity.html

30. R e e ve T. Bull (Gibson Dunn)
31. H e idi K e e fe (Cooley)
32. Michae l G . R ho de s (Cooley; Tesla
Motors)

The kingdom of Saudi Arabia donated more than $10 million. Through a foundation, so did
the son‐in‐law of a former Ukrainian president whose government was widely criticized
for corruption and the murder of journalists. A Lebanese‐Nigerian developer with vast
business interests contributed as much as $5 million.

33. Elizab e th S tam e shk in (Cooley)

For years the Bill, Hillary and Chelsea Clinton Foundation thrived largely on the
generosity of foreign donors and individuals who gave hundreds of millions of dollars to
the global charity. But now, as Mrs. Clinton seeks the White House, the funding of the
sprawling philanthropy has become an Achilles’ heel for her campaign and, if she is
victorious, potentially her administration as well.

36. Je ffre y No rb e rg (Cooley)

With Mrs. Clinton facing accusations of favoritism toward Clinton Foundation donors during
her time as secretary of state, former President Bill Clinton told foundation employees
on Thursday that the organization would no longer accept foreign or corporate donations
should Mrs. Clinton win in November.
But while the move could avoid the awkwardness of Mr. Clinton jetting around the world
asking for money while his wife is president, it did not resolve a more pressing question:
how her administration would handle longtime donors seeking help from the United
States, or whose interests might conflict with the country’s own.

34. Do nald K . S te rn (Cooley; Justice
Dept. advisor)
35. Mark R . W e inste in (Cooley)
37. R o nald Le m ie ux (Cooley)
38. C raig W . C lark (Blank Rome)
39. To m Am is (Cooley / McBee
Strategic)
40. Erich Ve ite nhe im e r (Cooley /
McBee Strategic)
41. R o e l C am po s (Cooley; former
Commissioner of the U.S. Securities
& Exchange Commission at the time
of the infamous Facebook 12(g)
exemption)
42. Lisa T. S im pso n (Orrick)
43. Indra Ne e l C hatte rje e (Orrick)

Reply
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K. Craine

August 21, 2016 at 5:54 AM

Email comment by GH:
Letter to Loretta E. Lynch from Julian Assange's (WikiLeaks) lawyer re. stopping the
persecution of Assange.
https://www.docdroid.net/1CJRtOg/20160816‐letter‐to‐us‐attorney‐general‐loretta‐e‐
lynch.pdf.html

44. S am ue l O'R o urk e (Facebook;
Cooley-directed)
45. The o do re W . Ullyo t (Facebook;
Cooley-directed)
46. Am b e r H . R o ve r, aka Am b e r L.
H agy aka Am b e r H atfie ld (Weil
Gotshal LLP; Judge Kimberly A.
Moore's former client)
47. Edward R . R e ine s (Weil Gotschal)
48. Trish H arris (DC Bar Association)
49. Elizab e th A. H e rm an (DC Bar
Association)

Reply

50. Elizab e th J. Branda (DC Bar
Association)

Replies
K. Craine

August 21, 2016 at 6:00 AM

Here is a copy of the Lynch letter re. Julian Assange/WikiLeaks re‐posted just
in case it disappears from docdroid. Download your own copy.
http://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016‐08‐16‐Barry‐J‐Pollack‐Letter‐to‐
Attorney‐General‐Loretta‐E‐Lynch‐re‐persecution‐of‐Julian‐Assange‐WikiLeaks‐
Miller‐and‐Chevalier‐Aug‐16‐2016.pdf

dave123 August 21, 2016 at 8:26 PM
Not inspiring Clinton cannot just make this election a referendum on
Trumpism. She must outline a compelling vision for where she wants to take
the country to fully activate the coalition that powered Barack Obama. “I am
not a natural politician, in case you haven't noticed, like my husband or
President Obama," Clinton said at The Post’s debate in March. The
presumptive Democratic nominee campaigns in prose, not poetry. And she
does not always try to be uplifting in her speeches.
Reply

K. Craine

51. David J. K appo s (former Patent
Office Director; former IBM chief
intellectual property counsel;
ordered unprecedented 3rd reexam
of Leader Technologies' patent;
Obama political appointee)
52. Pre e tinde r ("Pre e t") Bharara
(U.S. Attorney Ceglia v.
Zuckerberg; formerly of Gibson &
Dunn LLP; protects Zuckerberg)
53. Tho m as J. K im (SEC Chief
Counsel)
54. Anne K rausk o pf (SEC Special Sr.
Counsel)
55. Jo hn G . R o b e rts, Jr. (Chief
Justice, U.S. Supreme Court)
56. Jan H o rb aly (Federal Circuit,
Clerk of Court)
57. K im b e rly A. Mo o re (Judge,
Federal Circuit)
58. Matthe w J. Mo o re (Latham &
Watkins LLP; husband of Judge
Kimberly A. Moore)

August 23, 2016 at 11:32 AM

Email comment by DL:
Here's more TV coverage of the Paul Ceglia Statement:
Megan Erbacher. (Aug. 17, 2016). Report: Paul Ceglia seeking asylum in undisclosed
country. WKBW.
http://www.wkbw.com/news/report‐paul‐ceglia‐seeking‐asylum‐in‐undisclosed‐country
BUFFALO, N.Y. (WKBW) ‐ A statement written by a person identified as Paul Ceglia has
surfaced, and it suggests the American fugitive is planning to sue the United States for
Human Rights violations.
"I'll be delighted to be bringing this suit in international court where the completely
biased media coverage I have often received in the US, will be forced to discuss the real
issues in this case, rather than to create more tabloid stories that focus on me buying
beer for my high school classmates 25 years ago or that I was caught after picking
mushrooms in a field in Texas in the 90's," the letter states.
The 28‐paragraph letter, published on the Americans for Innovation website, indicates
Ceglia is in good health. It confirms earlier reports from Bloomberg and Sky News that he
is seeking political asylum in an unknown country.
7 Eyewitness News could not independently verify that this statement is indeed written
by the Wellsville, N.Y. man.
https://www.fbcoverup.com/docs/library/2016‐08‐19‐Paul‐Ceglia‐Statement‐released‐Aug‐
19‐2016.pdf
The letter goes into detail about Ceglia's innocence regarding the Facebook fiasco that
resulted in forgery charges against him.
Allegations of collusion among the judges who have presided over Ceglia's various
proceedings are also strewn throughout the statement.
In 2014, U.S. District Judge Richard Arcara dismissed a lawsuit filed by Ceglia against
Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg. Ceglia accuses Arcara and other judges of being
"substantial" Facebook shareholders, and maintains he helped Zuckerberg create
Facebook.
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59. K athryn "K athy" R ue m m le r
(Latham & Watkins LLP; White
House counsel)
60. Evan J. W allach (Judge, Federal
Circuit)
61. Alan D. Lo urie (Judge, Federal
Circuit)
62. R andall R . R ade r (Chief Judge,
Federal Circuit)
63. Te re nce P. S te wart (Federal
Circuit Bar Association)
64. Le o nard P. S tark (Judge,
Delaware U.S. District Court)
65. R ichard J. Arcara (Judge, N.Y.
Western District, Ceglia v. Holder et
al)
66. Alle n R . MacDo nald
(Administrative Judge, U.S. Patent
Office)
67. S te phe n C . S iu (Administrative
Judge, U.S. Patent Office)
68. Me re dith C . Pe travick
(Administrative Judge, U.S. Patent
Office)
69. Jam e s T. Mo o re (Administratie
Judge, U.S. Patent Office)
70. Pinchus M. Laufe r (Sr. Counsel,
Patent Trial and Appeal Board,
PTAB)
71. K im b e rly Jo rdan (Counsel, Patent
Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)
72. Danie l J. R ym an (Counsel, Patent
Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)
73. W illiam J. S to ffe l (Counsel,
Patent Trial and Appeal Board,
PTAB)
74. Jam e s C . Payne (Counsel, Patent
Trial and Appeal Board, PTAB)
75. De andra M. H ughe s (Examiner,
Leader v. Facebook reexamination)
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"I also funded Facebook's start and developed the search engine that runs it," the letter
says.
"All this is ignored along with decades of a track record demonstrating my integrity to
misconstrue age old facts into tabloid gossip."
Reply

August 23, 2016 at 11:33 AM

Reply

Enter your comment...

Publish

Select profile...

C. Facebook pu ppet
m aster s:

Preview

Newer Post

78. De nnis F. S aylo r, IV (Judge,
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Court, FISA)

80. Jam e s P. C handle r, III
(President, National Intellectual
Property Law Institute, NIPLI; The
Chandler Law Firm Chartered;
advisor to Asst. Att'y Gen. Eric H.
Holder, Jr., Dept. of Justice;
Member, National Infrastructure
Assurance Commission, NIAC;
advisor to Federal Circuit Chief
Judge Randall R. Rader; advisor to
Sen. Orrin Hatch; author, The
Federal Trade Secrets Act and the
Economic Espionage Act of 1996;
Leader Technologies' legal counsel,
along with Fenwick & West LLP)

NOTE: AFI can verify that the Ceglia statement is genuine.

Comment as:

77. De nnis C . Blair (Director, U.S.
National Intelligence)

79. Jam e s E. Bo asb e rg (Judge,
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance
Court, FISA)

Replies
K. Craine

76. K athryn W alsh S ie hnde l (FOIA
Counsel, U.S. Patent Office - bio and
conflicts log concealed)

Home

Subscribe to: Post Comments (Atom)

Older Post

81. Pre side nt Barack Ob am a
(appointed Leonard P. Stark to the
judge's seat in Delaware Federal
District Court eight days after
Stark's court allowed Facebook to get
away with jury and court
manipulation of an on-sale bar
verdict which was attained without a
single piece of hard evidence; Barack
and Michelle Obama were evidently
protecting their 47 million "likes" on
Facebook)
82. Lawre nce "Larry" S um m e rs
(Harvard President who aided
Zuckerberg's light-speed rise to
prominence with unprecedented
Harvard Crimson coverage; Obama
bailout chief; Clinton Treasury
Secretary; World Bank Chief
Economist; "Special Advisor" to
Marc Andreessen in Instagram; cocreator of the current Russian robber
baron economy; close 20-year
relationships with protégés Sheryl
Sandberg & Yuri Milner; aided in
recommendations that created the
Russian robber baron economy—and
Yuri Milner/DST/Asmanov's money
used to purchase Facebook stock)
83. Jam e s W . Bre ye r, Acce l
Partne rs LLP; Facebook director;
client of Fenwick & West LLP since
the 1990's; apparently received
technology from other Fenwick
clients that was shuffled to
Zuckerberg, incl. Leader
Technologies' inventions)
84. David Plo uffe ; directed Obama's
2008 and 2012 campaigns; a selfdescribed "statistics nerd;" likely
directed the activities of the
Facebook Club; employed Robert F.
Bauer, Perkins Coii LLP in 2000 at
the Democratic Congressional
Campaign Committee
85. McBe e S trate gic (one of the main
"private" arms responsible for
dolling out the billions in Obama
"green energy" stimulus funds;
partnered with Cooley Godward
LLP)
86. Mik e S he e hy (Cooley-McBee
Strategic principal; former National
Security Adviser to House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi)
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Paul Ceglia releases full statement that
Bloomberg morphed into tabloid snark
Received death threats after Secret Service forensics proved his contract
with Zuckerberg was genuine; plans to sue the United States in
international court for human rights violations

H

ere is the Bloomberg article written after receiving Paul Ceglia’s statement below: Bob Van Voris. (Aug.
04, 2010). Paul Ceglia: The Man Who Owns 84% of Facebook? Bloomberg.1

Mr. Ceglia’s request was simple: “If you could consider publishing my entire statement that I gave to
Bloomberg, rather than the tabloid version they put out, I would really appreciate that.”

Note: Mr. Ceglia asked Bloomberg to provide a link to this full statement, but they did not honor that request,
and exploited the information anyway. We wonder if Mr. Van Voris has ever experienced persecution. Since Van
Voris is exploiting the victim, obviously not. This is the conduct of an abuser.
Editorial Question: Since Bloomberg chooses to be a propaganda organ for Facebook and the judicial-corporate
Cartel underpinning them, don’t they lose their press privileges guaranteed under the First Amendment? Those
privileges extend only to a Free Press, not a globalist propaganda rag sheet.
Here is the full statement from Paul Ceglia (with no editing):

Paul Ceglia Statement
Aug. 19, 2016
Everyone including our dog is happy and in good health. It has been a difficult and scary year for Iasia
and I but faith in God has seen us through and a determination to get justice has inspired me to keep going.
The children remained largely oblivious to it all, which I am glad for. We miss talking to our family and
friends but hope soon that shall all be over. I understand that I have written far too much here for your
main article. I would appreciate it though if you could at least provide a link to what I've written in its
entirety. If you have other questions you would like to ask I'll answer the ones I can.
1

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2010-08-04/paul-ceglia-the-man-who-owns-84-percent-of-facebook
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I am seeking Political Asylum in a country that has expressed real interest in my case and we are on
track to make an announcement soon.
I have been fortunate to find a great team of lawyers, experienced in international human rights. I am
going to sue the United States for Human Rights violations at The Hague, under some of their lesser known
provisions.
We left the US after receiving what turned out to be a very credible death threat. I was assured in a
letter that I was just about to be rearrested with newly invented charges, put back in jail and killed before
my trial ever started, to avoid the risk of loss and the public exposure of In-Q-Tel’s involvement in
Facebook.
The letter was on my mind as it seemed to contain information that only someone in the know could
write. I believe now I know whose conscience got the better of them, and I am eternally grateful to them for
having the courage to warn me.
Days after the letter, friends that had helped me financially to have the forensics on the contract
completed were getting subpoenas and threatened with prosecution themselves. They were either going to
claim to be victims in front of this new Grand Jury or they were going to be considered accomplices. Friends
though they are, I wouldn't expect anyone to sign up for a criminal trial to defend my honor.
More importantly, those newly fabricated charges made me realize that the letter really was written by
someone that knew in advance what these criminals, whom I refer to with little affection as the Goldman
Sachs mafia, were capable of doing to protect their investments. Seeing it all happening, I felt I had no one
in government I could trust to protect me from this fate and no friends or family I would want subjected to
the intimidation tactics of the Marshall's service, who are I believe, unwittingly being used as errand boys
for Facebook, In-Q-Tel and the Goldman Cartel. An opportunity presented itself, so I MacGyver'd together
some things together and started running for my life.
I'll be delighted to be bringing this suit in international court where the completely biased media
coverage I have often received in the US, will be forced to discuss the real issues in this case, rather than to
create more tabloid stories that focus on me buying beer for my high school classmates 25 years ago or that
I was caught after picking mushrooms in a field in Texas in the 90's.
I am consistently portrayed as a scammer and yet, even if that were all true, which it is not, Ernesto
Miranda was a bonafide real creep. Certainly far worse of a human being than I could ever even be eluded
to be, yet his case and the press of his day focused on his rights and the importance of protecting them. I've
never been an alter boy, nor ever claimed to be, but I am honest and a kind person that cares a great deal
for my family, friends and community. I also am the man that started the company that Mark Zuckerberg
worked for. I also funded Facebook’s start and developed the search engine that runs it. All this is ignored
along with decades of a track record demonstrating my integrity to misconstrue age old facts into tabloid
gossip.
Growing up in several countries let me see patriotism in great variety. The IRA in Ireland to Bump the
Dumper's on horseback in Allegany County. The US always stood out to me as a child. It's people unique in
it's dedication to our rights. One phrase in particular that in my young adult mind really defined the beauty
of being American:
"I disagree with what you say, but I will defend to the death your right to say it"
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That to me is the quintessence of being American. Yet it is a statement that seems to languish as a
defense of the 1st Amendment rather than a philosophy that encompasses all of our unalienable rights.
Some of your readers may surely think my lawsuit against Facebook was bogus, but if they consider
themselves Americans, then they should defend to the death my right under the constitution of the United
States to have a jury of my peers make that decision. Some one sided press and a crooked judge are no
substitute for a 7th amendment trial by jury. Only a Jury gets all the facts.
If I could hope one thing for myself and my future, it would be that I one day get the opportunity to do
for the US, what Miranda did for us all those years ago. Only, in this instance, protecting the rights of the
average American against the tyranny of unfettered capitalism that Pope Francis has recently warned us of.
It is no news to anyone that big money has bought the seat of every politician in America. Since those hired
hands choose the federal judges, it is no surprise to see that when called upon, they are just as eager to
commit treason on behalf of their masters as their counterparts in the executive and legislative branches.
Most of your readers could view this one web page and conclude that Goldman Sachs clearly has bought
control here in Europe - http://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/analysis-and-features/whatprice-the-new-democracy-goldman-sachs-conquers-europe-6264091.html yet they are unable and
unwilling to see that same control exerted here.
Each and every one of the judges, Leslie Foschio, Richard Arcara, and three judges in the Second Circuit,
Jose A. Cabraras, Reena Raggi and Guido Calabresi all own substantial Facebook stock and Cabrara is the
rubber stamp FISA court judge, whose interests and connections are surely well entrenched with In-Q-Tel.
ln my case they have colluded to deny me fundamental rights that have been around since the Magna Carta.
In the New York State court, where apparently the Constitution still lives, they ruled that there was more
than enough evidence for my lawyers to take the case, citing my positive polygraph and the hundreds of
pages of forensic tests conducted as proof that a lawyer could reasonably rely upon the contracts
authenticity. How can this verdict exist simultaneously with what happened in Federal Court, where the
rules of evidence are supposedly etched in stone?
Judge Foschio, then Arcara authorized themselves to weigh the credibility of experts. They authorized
themselves to be the finder of fact. They claimed not to believe the former head of the Secret Service's
Forensic division, Larry Stewart, but found the “expert” testimony of one of his former urine analysts,
Gerald LaPorte, to be compelling evidence, even though he has no scientific evidence or reproducible
results to show for a test he conveniently invented just for Facebook. It is a blatant violation of not only the
US Constitution but of internationally accepted Human rights.
I imagine that many Americans would rise up in protest if I were to have been tried criminally by a
judge who refused to provide me with a Jury. Then again, maybe not, maybe we have all become so
apathetic and accustomed to our domination by the ruling class that there is truly nothing that will get us
off the couch. It seems we need reminding that The Amendments aren't in some numerical order of
importance. The 7th amendment isn't less important than the sixth. The First isn't the most important. I
would argue that the 1st Amendment is toothless if not for the considerable bite given to it by the 7th
Amendments right to a Jury trial. Without that right in civil cases, judges, as they have done throughout
history, can create immunity for the ruling class. It's why the founding fathers pushed for its inclusion. They
remembered the Star Chamber in England.
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I have been denied justice in the US Courts at the hands of those entrusted to defend my rights by their
own oath. I was denied that right though I overwhelmingly had authenticated the contract under the
Federal Rules. There is no Billionaire exception to Federal Rule 901.
While the judges betrayed their oaths of office, the US attorney's office clearly violated statue 42 USC
1985, as they actively colluded with Gibson Dunn and Facebook to intimidate and deprive me of my rights.
A US citizen should never have to face a criminal trial for having sued someone, while suing them.
If after a trial is concluded a US attorney wants to bring perjury charges from the same district where
the lawsuit was heard, well it is their right to do so. But intervening in the middle of a case, from a different
district, where the criminal charges stem from the central issues yet to be resolved in that civil case, is
Banana Republic… more accurately… Goldman Republic tactics that cannot be tolerated if a true democracy
is to survive.
In my case, the arrest warrant (for the first time ever using mail and wire fraud for filing documents in
a civil case) came from a different district where the US attorney Preet Bharara, not only worked for the
same firm defending Facebook but also where those Facebook lawyers, Orin Snyder and Alex Southwell,
worked for years as prosecutors. A clear abuse of power, giving even the casual observer a reason to raise
an eyebrow.
Add to it a new judge, Vernon Broderick, that while my case was ongoing, worked as a senior partner
for yet another 'stop at nothing' lawfirm that counts Facebook as one of it's largest clients, and only a
coward pretends not to see blatant conflict. Why does a Senior Partner making that kind of money, leave
that firm to become a Federal Court judge making less than half his former income?
I'll be content to let the International Court of Justice and Human Rights decide the answers to those
questions.
It's time an international spotlight was placed on the blatant corruption in my case. Blatant corruption
the US media largely pretends not to comprehend.
I've taken a page out of Edward Snowden's playbook and am using TOR over Tails to ensure my
continued anonymity. I don't need men with bags of money trying to influence any more decisions against
me.
I would be glad for anyone wishing to contact me to email me or my wife Iasia at
stopthegoldmansachsmafia@hushmail.com
Those interested in helping us fight can send Bitcoin to the address below35yM1C5j96iMgH8uDKrXX8mVjsqdcAzEe

—END OF PAUL CEGLIA STATEMENT—

Godspeed Ceglia family.
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